CNS UPDATES 8-27-21

COURSE REVIEW PROCESS

The Course Review Process is actively underway across all constituent institutions. POCs and upper-level administrators should have received an email from Michelle Solér mlsoler@northcarolina.edu on Friday, August 20 at 1:32 pm marked ACTION ITEMS: UNC CNS Instructions and Timeline Aug 2021 - Nov 2021.

REGULATIONS

Edits from campus feedback have been made and a final copy is ready for System Office approval. Official Regulations will be posted to the CNS webpage.

OPERATIONS MANUAL

A draft copy of the Operations Manual (instructions and additional directions regarding the operation of the UNC CNS) is nearing completion and will be available for campus review by mid-September. As with the Regulations, campus feedback will be requested to ensure that the Operations Manual provides clear guidelines for CNS implementation and maintenance.

IT

- The scope document is under review. The next step will be to begin the design process, which will include the creation of mock-ups for the public facing site.
- The project plan is also being developed.
- Once the initial mock-ups and project plan are ready, they will be shared along with an executive summary of scope with Senior Leadership for review.

COMMUNICATION

In addition to webpage updates, communication regarding the CNS implementation is provided regularly to the following campus groups/offices:
- Campus Points of Contact (POC’s)
- Enrollment Managers
- Registrars
- Banner Leads
- Institutional Research
- Faculty Assembly (via Chair, UNC Faculty Assembly)